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From the Audrey to the Paris, the Top Down, or the Easy Breezy, there are 50 scarf styles in this

book for any occasion or mood. Jaunty illustrations break down each step so stylistas can wrap,

loop, and get out the door looking perfectly polished. Teens, young professionals, and moms alike

will love playing around with the looks, including unexpected belts, sarongs, and topknots. Vibrantly

illustrated and packaged as a compact hardcover, 50 Ways to Wear a Scarf begs to be gifted with a

scarf and displayed on a dresser, plus it's small enough to take scarf shopping. TrÃƒÂ¨s chic!
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"A beautifully illustrated guide."-Glitter Guide"Fifty new ways to style our most essential

piece."-Refinery29

Lauren Friedman is an illustrator who has collaborated with many notable brands and publications.

Originally from Ann Arbor, Michigan, she is the creator of the blog My Closet in Sketches and

currently lives in Washington, D.C.

I had bought this for myself some time ago--first as an ebook, but then decided I wanted a physical

copy so I could more easily refer to the styles. I recently bought it again as a gift. It has lovely

illustrations and easy instructions. I only wish it had an illustrated index so you could flip quickly to a

specific style depending on scarf length & shape, but that feels like a small complaint. I've tried



many of the styles and received lots of compliments since purchasing the book.

This is a Beautiful Book!! It is unique in that every illustration is hand drawn by the author! Lauren

brings to the readerwonderful ideas that anyone can perform, following her instructions! I love, love,

love this book and have also given it as a gift to many of my friends!!!

Great book with good illustrations showing different ways to wear scarves. It was really easy to

follow, and I've gone from only putting a scarf over my head and throwing one end over a shoulder,

to being able to cross and knot in lots of ways.

This is a great gift idea for almost any woman. It shows you so many different ways to wear a scarf.

I got one for my mom and one for a friend. Before i gave it away i thumbed through and learned

some new ways myself. I love braiding my scarf now, that is my favorite look. It has a nice cover

and look to this book so its the perfect coffee table conversation starter.

This little book has found a permanent place in my scarf drawer. The suggestions for every scarf

shape and size are creatuve, clear and classic.I began wearing scarfs as a young professional with

a limited funds. A change of scarf provided freshness and variety for my few outfits. I am so glad

that they are back on trend .I must remember to include this book with a gift of a scarf.

Not quite what I was looking for this this was not just scarf around the neck but around purses

excetera I should have read the description better it is a good book if you want different ways to

work with scarves I was looking for strictly scarfs

I bought this for a gift and it was a big hit! I paired with with a beautiful scarf for my friends birthday

and she sat and looked at the whole book as soon as she opened the gift.

Some of the scarf wearing doesn't really fit my life style but there are some that I had not thought of

how to use a scarf. I look forward to experimenting.
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